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THANKS FOR SUPPORT 
Statement by Member for Swan Hills 

MS J.A. RADISICH (Swan Hills) [12.52 pm]:  I take this opportunity to thank people for the understanding and 
support shown to me during my treatment for cancer over the past few months.  I am very fortunate to have 
received support from my family, friends, staff and constituents in the Swan Hills electorate, parliamentary 
colleagues and even some strangers during this trying time.  I thank each and every person who has extended 
their best wishes and kindness to me, as it has been very much appreciated and has certainly helped maintain my 
spirits over the course of the ordeal.   

I also thank all the medical professionals who have aided my recovery.  In particular, Mr Sydney Weinstein, Dr 
Alex Powell, Dinah Mistilis and all the wonderful nursing staff who cared for me and tolerated my quirky 
personal habits.  I am grateful to the institutions that provided my treatment, in particular, Hollywood Private 
Hospital, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital for my radiotherapy, and Princess Margaret Hospital for Children, which 
helped to diagnose my tumour.   
It was a trying experience to be diagnosed with a form of kidney cancer known as Wilms’ Tumour, which is 
rarely found in adults and of which there is no previous recorded case history in Western Australia.  I am grateful 
that this phase of my life is behind me and that the problem identified in my earlier scans has been pronounced 
all clear.  I am now even more determined to make the most of life and, in particular, to continue to fulfil my role 
as the state parliamentary representative for Swan Hills and to pursue my duties relentlessly. 
There is no question that cancer is an epidemic in the community.  I wish to commend the researchers working to 
find a cure for this debilitating and sometimes deadly disease, and the institutions, like the Cancer Foundation of 
Western Australia, that support so many cancer patients through extremely difficult times.  The value of that 
contribution is priceless.   
I also thank in advance my parliamentary colleagues who will be supporting the “Shave for a Cure” initiative 
later this week. 
Members: Hear, hear! 
 


